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Why we give? 

Donating affects two brain "reward" systems 
working together: the midbrain VTA, which also is 
stimulated by food, sex, drugs and money; as well 
as the subgenual area, which is stimulated when 
humans see babies and romantic partners. 

"The Giving Way to Happiness: Stories and Science Behind the 
Transformative Power of Giving" Jenny Santi (Penguin, 2015). 
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https://target.georiot.com/Proxy.ashx?tsid=74387&GR_URL=http%3A%2F%2Famazon.com%2FThe-Giving-Way-Happiness-Life-Changing%2Fdp%2F0399175490%3Ftag%3Dhawk-future-20%26ascsubtag%3Dlivescience-au-3397451033634797600-20


Why we give? 
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How we engage 
with Regular 
Givers?
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Memorable? 



“Our Original hypothesis…

“Who is the Australian ‘Cash Giver’ -
what is their motivation, their volume 
and potential value?” 



Is it all about ‘Cash’ Giving in a Cashless society ? 

1. The research – approach and objectives
2. What we found about ‘Responsive’ ‘Cash’ and ‘Donors’
3. The Australian ‘Engaged’ donor - who do they support, when, how and WHY?
4. Insights from others; Amnesty and MS Society, Greenpeace and lifeline. 
5. Q&A

What we’ll cover today……



Research objectives
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Our survey aimed to explore who Australia’s cash donors are, and why they give this 

way. And how they fit into the bigger picture of giving here.

● Is one-off giving on the increase? 

● Is the giving pie growing or are donors changing how they give?

● Are there other supporters out there that may be being overlooked?

● How engaged are these one-off donors?  

● And has COVID changed anything?



Research methodology
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YouGov designed the questionnaire.

The sample comprised of a nationally representative sample of 1,026 Australians aged 18 and over.

Following the completion of interviewing, the data was weighted by age, gender and region to reflect 

the latest ABS population estimates.

The research took place online between the 2nd and 5th September 2021.

Total Gender Age Generation (recoded) State (recoded)

Male Female 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 65+ 18 to 34 

(Next 

Gen)

50+ Gen Z 

(1997 -

2009)

Millennials 

(1981 -

1996)

Gen X 

(1965 -

1980)

Baby 

Boomer 

(1946 - 1964)

Silent 

(1918 -

1945)

NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS/NT/ 

ACT

Unweighted base 1026 504 522 109 209 244 237 227 318 464 109 320 219 316 62 329 281 197 70 97 52

Base: All Australian adults 19749 9697 10052 2390 3800 5054 4467 4037 6190 8505 2390 6091 4351 5810 1108 6316 5176 3917 1383 2019 938



90% of Australian adults say that they have ever given to charity 

DTV Australian Cash Survey 2021
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76% of Australians say they have ever taken an action on behalf of a cause or campaign

Australians are helping, giving 
and donating



Many more Aussies have given a ‘Cash gift’  than a 
recurring one
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39% of Australians claim to have made a 
one-off gift to a charity

That’s almost 7.8m Australian adults giving 

a cash donation at some point

And average one-off donation value is a 
generous $117.

Compared to 24% - 4.7m claim ever 

having given a regular donation

39%

24%

37%

OO ever RG ever Neither ever



“So let’s change the way we describe 
these lovely generous people…

Cash Givers → Responsive Donors



We will focus today on 3 groups of givers: 
Responsive ‘Donors’, Regular ‘Givers’ and Regular 
‘Donors’(RG+)
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482

(50%)

115

(12%)

236

(24%)

134

(14%)

Non RG/OO donor RG only OO only RG+

Regular ‘Donors’:

14% give both responsive (one-off) and 

regular gifts…though not necessarily to the 
same organisation

Your Responsive donor may be ‘just’ an RG 
for someone else. And vice versa.



We will focus today on 3 groups of givers: 
Responsive Donors (OO), Regular Givers (RG) and 
Regular Donors (RG+)
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51

50

51

53

59

49

50

49

47

41

ALL RESPONDENTS

Non RG/OO donor

RG only

OO only

RG+

Gender Breakdown

Male Female

33

36

29

22

24

24

27

28

43

40

44

50

20

19

24

22

Non RG/OO donor

RG only

OO only

RG+

Age Bands

18-34 35-49 50+ 65+

Regular Donors slightly 

more likely to be male 
(is that their bank account 

talking?)

Responsive and Regular 

Donors maybe 
a little older



What differences can we see?
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WHY? - Flexibility, anonymity, control 

I want the flexibility to decide 
when and how I donate 

95% agree

I like to have the option to give 
anonymously

84% agree

I don’t like to make regular 

commitments from my credit 
card or bank account

87% agree

You previously said that you are likely to make a one-off donation to a charity in the next 12 months... Which, if any, of the following are your 
reasons for this? (N 274)



Pandemic Giving
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Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 1026; effective sample size = 996 (97%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Donors more likely 

than RG only to have 
given

Especially in response to 

TV appeals!

Which, if any, of the following types of charity appeal 
have you responded to since the pandemic began?



Value
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Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 939; effective sample size = 915 (97%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

8% of donors are 

worth $600+ a 
year!

33% of Regular 
Donors

Approximately, how much money, if anything, do you 
personally donate to charity in a typical year? 

8% 12% 33%



Actions
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Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 1026; effective sample size = 987 (96%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Responsive Donors 

do as much 

for charities 

as RG-only

Perhaps more!

Which, if any, of the following actions have you ever 
taken on behalf of a cause or campaign? 



Your Responsive donors could also be Regular Donors?
So, treat every with love, and they could be for you too
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Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 571; effective sample size = 561 (98%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)



A deeper dive into…
The WHY of Responsive Donors
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EOFY isn’t necessarily when Responsive Donors donate!

I tend to make one off donations 

annually at the end of financial 

year/tax time

Only 26% agree



Thinking about a typical year... Approximately, how many different charities do you support in each of the following ways in a typical year? With a one-off 
donation, excluding cash donations made via a collection box/ tin (e.g. a donation in response to an online, TV, postal appeal/ emergency appeal, on a 
social giving/ livestream giving platform etc.)

Responsive Donor support is broad!

13

28
25 25

37

17
19

24

8

23

18

46

1 2 3 4+

% charities supported each year

OO RG RG+

1 in 4 give to 

4+ charities 

each year



Responsive Donors have RG upgrade potential
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Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 1026; effective sample size = 983 (96%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Likelihood to make a regular donation to a charity I next 12 months 

1 in 5 likely to 
become RG donors



Responsive donors more open to giving RGs 
to new causes
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You previously said you would be likely to make a regular donation to a charity in the next 12 months…
Which ONE, if any, of the following BEST applies to you? 

Total sample; Weight: weight; base n = 315; effective sample size = 311 (99%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)



Greg & Joan 

Traditionals

Older with many retired 

Josh & Emily

Busy but committed

Youngest - many with young 
families and commitments

Mike & Jess

Engaged ‘flexibles’

Broad spread across 35-65 
either single or older kids

Our Responsive donors…
Meet the key Responsive donor segments 



Greg & Joan - Traditionalists
Responsive donor segments

Greg & Joan - Trads

Donated in the past, but haven’t 

donated or been active in the past 6 

months (possibly pandemic-related) 

Likely to be the oldest on average, 
retired, empty nester. 

Nearly a third are over 65

Lower value - vast majority - average gift $50 or under

More focussed on smaller portfolios - nearly half OO to 2 

charities or less

Least likely to have made a one off gift in the last six 
months (27%)

Most likely sponsors of others doing a fundraiser (18% in 

last six months) 

Most likely to be engaged via Op Shops
• both donating (41%) and buying goods (29%)



Josh & Emily - Busy but committed

They are the most likely to be high value OO 

and/or RG+ and strong charity supporters.

Youngest on average, and members of Gen 
Z. Mostly working and have kids at home. 

Youngest: A quarter under 25 and three quarters under 50

Nearly half give more than $301 to charity p.a. (46%) 

Broader portfolios - A quarter give to > 5 charities a year

Most likely to have made a one-off donation in last six 

months (43%) 

Also most likely to have taken part in a fundraising event in 

last six months (12%)

Most likely to also give RG and consider RG in the future 

(51%)

Most likely to have volunteered in the community (41%)

Josh & Emily - Busy but committed
Responsive donor segments



Mike & Jess - Engaged flexibles

Most likely to share campaigns on social 

media. Likely to respond to charity appeals 

due to the pandemic or emergencies.

Majority are aged between 35 and 65 years 
old, most have no minors living at home. 

Widest spread across the age groups - Over half between 35 

and 65 (58%)

Most broadly active for charities… 

Most likely ‘gambling’ donors - Over a third have bought raffle 

or lottery tickets in the last six months (35%) 

Most likely to have made a gift in their will (11%) - 2x the 

Traditionalists on average 

Most likely to have taken a political action - eg: share 

campaigns or write to an MP

Mike & Jess - Engaged flexibles
Responsive donor segments
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Filter: One-off donors; Weight: weight; base n = 398; effective sample size = 389 (98%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Greg & Joan tend to agree 

knowing the charity is 
important

More than half strongly agree 
with the statement! 

Josh & Emily tend to be a bit 
less concerned about it. 
• 26% tend to disagree, 

indicating openness to 

getting to know new charities

Thinking about giving a one-off donation to a charity... 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
It matters to me that I already know the charity

Greg & Joan - Trads
Josh & Emily - Busy but 

committed

Mike & Jess - Engaged 
supporters



Mike and Jess 
really prefer 

flexible giving
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Filter: One-off donors; Weight: weight; base n = 401; effective sample size = 387 (97%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Greg & Joan - Trads
Josh & Emily - Busy but 

committed

Mike & Jess - Engaged 
supporters

Thinking about giving a one-off donation to a charity... 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
I want the flexibility to decide when and how I donate
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Filter: One-off donors; Weight: weight; base n = 397; effective sample size = 385 (97%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Greg & Joan - Trads

Josh & Emily - Busy but 
committed

Mike & Jess - Engaged 
supportersMike and Jess 

don’t like making 
regular donations

Josh & Emily don’t 

mind so much

Thinking about giving a one-off donation to a charity... 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
I don't like to make regular donation commitments from my credit card or bank account



39Filter: One-off donors; Weight: weight; base n = 382; effective sample size = 370 (97%)

Multiple comparison correction: False Discovery Rate (FDR) (p = 0.05)

Greg & Joan - Trads
Josh & Emily - Busy but 

committed

Mike & Jess - Engaged 
supporters

Thinking about giving a one-off donation to a charity... 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
I tend to make one off donations annually at the end of financial year/tax time

Josh & Emily tend to 

plan a good part of 

their giving for the 
tax year

Greg & Joan don’t 
care about it!



Rochelle (Lifeline)

“Lifeline has seen a rise in the ‘responsive donor’ category over the last two years, and we believe it is 
in part due to the three factors you’ve identified – flexibility, anonymity and control. These donors are 
coming to us through channels they control and which may be seen as less intrusive (e.g. social, email) 

and via fundraising asks that are ‘moments in time’ (e.g. New Year’s Eve, radiothon, Giving Day)”

“We’ve also found these same donors to be engaged in ways our ‘typical’ donor base isn’t necessarily 
– they are sharing posts, commenting on socials, calling on-air to tell personal stories and taking time 

to write messages alongside making their donation”

“The times of year we have most success with this have been post-Christmas peak, and in the March 
shoulder (again, consistent with your findings)” 
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Luke Edwards (Greenpeace )

"This research rings true - within our donor base we see a segment of responsive donors, who are 
distinct from traditional appeal givers or monthly donors. Finding ways to connect with these 

responsive donors in engaging and regular ways is an area of focus for us."

41



SNIPPETS!

Gifts in Wills, Lotteries 
and Raffles



Charity lotteries and raffles are very popular
Including with ‘non donors’

DTV Aus Donor survey Sept 2021
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52% of the Aussie population have bought lottery or raffle tickets benefiting a charity

Never given cash or 

RG in response to an 

appeal 
482 (47%)

Cash-only donors 
274 (27%)

RG-only donors 
115 (11%)

RG + Cash donors
134 (13%)

% of group having ever 
bought lottery 

or raffle tickets benefiting a 
charity

37% 64% 55% 74%
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0% ↑

10% ↑

20% ↑

30% ↑

40% ↑

50% ↑

60% ↑

70% ↑

80% ↑

90% ↑

Shared

campaign

content on

social media

Attended a

march/

demonstration

Written to an

MP

Volunteered

time to help

deliver a

community

service

Volunteered

time to support

a community

event

Signed a

petition

Become a

member of a

campaigning

group

Door-to-door

campaigning

None of these Don't know/

can't recall

Lottery and Financial Donations Financial Donations Only All Others

Donors who also ‘play’ lotteries look like some 
of your most engaged donors

'Which, if any, of the following actions have you ever taken on behalf of a cause or campaign? 



Responsive donors and lottery players are some of 
the better gifts in wills prospects too!

DTV Aus Donor survey Sept 2021
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Never 

given OO 

or a RG in 

response to 

appeal

503

OO donors 

ever but never 

a RG 

274

RG ever AND 

NO OO

115

RG ever 

AND OO

134

Charity Lottery or 

Raffle Participants

537

Pledged a gift/ 

legacy donation 

in my Will to a 

charity

4% 6% 5% 12% 6%



Is it time to fall back in love with Responsive donors?
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YES!
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For these reasons…
There are a LOT of them out there.  They are the largest group of donors, almost twice the number of regular 

donors. 

They give very generously - the average gift is $117 - so can be just as valuable as and RG over a year or 

lifetime. 

They support and take action in many different ways, in addition to donating

Many have hidden value! They may already give regularly elsewhere or be ready to upgrade.

They love to support a charity raffle or a lottery

They get involved in your work and help you reach new supporters too

They are great Gift in Will prospects
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“So….  This is what we discovered – but, what did 
fundraisers in the field make of that?”

We asked a few…..
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Andrew Sabatino – Donor Republic Lizzie Borwick – Amnesty International Liz Dorizac – Multiple Sciolous Limited 



So, the sweet-spot is….. 
Regular ‘Donors'
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But never forget….

‘Your’ Responsive Donors may give a

regular monthly gift elsewhere - and vice

versa!
52
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TITLE GOES
HERE OLUPTA
VOLUPTA


